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WHAT’S 
HAPPENING!? 

Welcome to Rememorex! This introductory adventure is just for you, 
dear reader! To welcome you to the theme, mood, and era of Rememorex, 
we’ve created this single-player story for both newcomers to tabletop 
RPGs and old veterans alike. Use this to become familiar with the system 
and setting, as you run yourself through a short adventure in the town of 
Clearfield Delaware.  It works exactly like that staple of 80’s literature, the 
Choose-Your-Own-Adventure story. Simply start at Paragraph 1, and follow 
through to any of the possible endings. Don’t like the outcome? Feel free 
to backtrack and explore. It’s a warm Friday night in 1986. You’re outside 
the local arcade. Anything can happen. 

Let’s play!
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InTRoDUcTIon
A Night in 1986

Opening Adventure

It’s a Friday night, summer, 1986. Ozzy Osbourne’s “Shot In 
The Dark” screeches from the rolled-down windows of a rusty red GTO 
in the parking lot of the Centauri Video Arcade in Clearfield, Delaware. 
You’ve been looking forward to this ever since first period on Monday. You 
save every quarter from your lunch money so you can play whatever you 
want and hang out with all the other kids down here, in the social hub 
of your world. Even from here you can smell the greasy pizza and fries at 
the snack bar, and inside you can see the flashing and hear the pinging 
machines. Out front the older kids cluster around their cars, smoking and 
trading sarcasm. Beyond the doors you see the lighting of something new- 
you’d heard from Gil Thornby who told Ordell Gibbs who told Derrick 
Thompson that there was a new machine in there since Wednesday. You 
can make out the marquee over the screen where the angular blue letters 
read: “Zaxxon.”

This might be your favorite place in the whole wide world.

Approach kids in parking lot Go to 2

Approach Zaxxon Go to 3

Approach kids in parking lot.  It’s a Friday Night and you’re 
about to go up a whole grade. You’ll be in High School soon. No sense 
letting the High School kids intimidate you forever. You swallow hard and 
head towards a blue pickup, but the three kids in the black denim jackets 
with “Vermithrax Pejorative” patches sneer at you. The Metalheads and 
burnouts might be a little dangerous. You keep moving and approach a 
grey Datsun where three girls who seem to be wearing an entire thing of 
eyeliner between them are chatting amidst a cloud of smoke. The tall one 
just stares at you, but the one in the shoulder pads jabs her cigarette at you.

“Can we help you?” She spits.

“Um…” You start to say, but the one with the Siouxsie Sioux hair cuts you off.
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“Yeah, hey, listen, kid. We’ve got a problem here. It’s only seven-thirty but 
we’re already out of Virginia Slims. Why don’t you go a long way, baby, 
and bring us back some smokes?”

“Jesus, Yolanda.” Shoulderpads snaps. The tall one says nothing.

“Seriously. I’m fresh out and I don’t want Ackie staring at me like a freak. 
You know he works there now. I swear he’s totally into me.”

“Totally?”

“Totally.” The one called Yolanda holds out three dollars. “Here. Get 
yourself a Slurpee with the change.”

You eyeball the money. You are a little thirsty, and these girls are obviously 
super cool.

Do it Go to 4

Don’t do it Go to 5

Approach Zaxxon. You walk into the Centauri and are immediately 
assaulted by sound- zillion of beeps and pings do battle with a state-of-the-
art sound system playing Duran Duran over the electronic din. The smell is 
a mix of stale pizza and musty carpet, and the light is dim, primarily from the 
screens and marquees of the various games competing for your attention. 
Along the back wall the pinball games bang and ring reliably as they have 
since the place opened.  The classics like Asteroids, Pacman, Q-Bert and 
Frogger make up the bulk of the games inside, but the first row facing the 
window are all newcomers: Paperboy, 720, Crossbow Chiller, and Rush’N 
Attack. Zaxxon isn’t necessarily a new game, but it’s new here, and you can’t 
wait to play it. However, an older kid, Cameron Reece, is currently on it and it 
doesn’t look like he’s moving anytime soon. He’s playing intensely, and he’s 
pretty good. You look at the quarter in your hand.

Put up your quarter and wait Go to 6

Find another game Go to 7

3
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InTRoDUcTIon
You head across the street to 7-11 and go inside go buy cigarettes. 
You decide that getting into these three girls’ good graces (as well as a free 
Slurpee) is worth the risk of buying cigarettes when you’re underage. You 
walk in confidently and look at the gawky, curly-haired boy behind the 
counter. He must be “Ackie.” He seems harmless enough to you, but you’re 
not the object of his affections. He’s not paying a lot of attention, and you 
might be able to grab a pack on the way out. You start formulating your 
plan and thinking about what flavor Slurpee you want when the door 
jingles and Deputy Vigil Cullen of the Clearfield Sheriff’s department walks 
in.

Crap.

Buy ‘em anyway Go to 8

Buy something else Go to 9

Head into the Centauri. Walk into the dimly-lit, noisy paradise is like a 
sacrament. 

Go to 3.

You put up your quarter and wait, invoking the sacred rule of arcades 
every since the storied days of the seventies: next quarter gets next game. 
Cameron seems glazed, and looks like he’s not going to stop anytime soon. 
He plays like a man possessed, every move about a second ahead of what 
happens, like he’s receiving telemetry from the game itself. And from the 
look of it, Zaxxon here is not an easy game. It’s all very unnerving. He’s 
started muttering random numbers to himself. Maybe he’s not okay?

Try to snap him out of it Go to 10

Find another game Go to 7  
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You look around the arcade. No sweat- it’s not like there’s nothing else 
to play. Over at the air hockey table, two of the rich boys from Fairview are 
engaged in a heated game, having tied their sweaters around their waists 
and even getting a little sweat on their polo shirts. Across the way, Space 
Invaders is open, a reliable old favorite. Next to that Tommy Johnson is on 
Defender, but he’s the Defender champion, so he’s probably not going 
anywhere any time soon. Moving on, over past it, there’s a free Skee-ball 
lane. Of course, it’s always fun to wait for some more games to free up 
by poring over the selection at the prize table. KC Clifford says they have 
Garbage Pail Kids now. It might be worth checking out.

Head to Air Hockey Go to 11

Play Space Invaders Go to 12

Play Skee-ball Go to 24 

Look at the Prizes Go to 22

You ‘re going to buy these cigarettes, Cullen or no. The stakes are 
too high. These are mean high school girls! Your entire reputation could be 
made or broken tonight! You pour a medium cherry Slurpee as Cullen talks 
to Ackie about a robbery at Roark’s liquors. Hopefully he’ll just leave soon. 
Ackie sounds justifiably worried- it’s just down the block and he’s here 
pretty late. Crap! Now there’s cherry Slurpee on your shirt! Don’t panic, 
just dab with a napkin, and stay calm. Grab the Virginia Slims and an Omni 
Magazine to cover it with- you’re home free!

“Hey, youngster. Can I see some ID, there?”

BUSTED. 

END.

Cullen’s made the situation too hot. Play it cool, be smart. Just head 
back across the street and give Yolanda back her three bucks. She must 
have seen the cop car pull in.  She’ll understand. You pick up a pack of 
strawberry Hubba Bubba and absentmindedly grab a pack of Garbage 
Pail kids. In the parking lot, you pause in the green light of the sign. Looking 
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InTRoDUcTIon
down at the wax paper package in your hands, you rip them open, smiling 
at the promise of lurid, grimy trading cards depicting all manner of horrific 
kewpie-doll nightmares. Your face lights up at a big-cheeked zombie and 
a precocious tyke detonating a mushroom cloud out of his own head. 
The mean girls can sit n’ spin. Your night is made. Jay Decay and an Adam 
Bomb in one pack!

SCORE! 

END

You snap your fingers to get his attention. Hello, Cameron, anybody 
home? You can see TV static reflecting in his glasses. He reacts as though 
startled, and then walks off, leaving the game abruptly. Weird.

Pick up his game Go to 13

Play something else Go to 7

You wait as the rich kids play. The handsome one is letting his friend- 
who you’d swear is drunk- letting him win. He looks familiar to you, and 
you think he might have been on TV a few times. He’s the scion of the 
Dukakis family, the richest family in town. They own the lot the Lockheed 
facility is on. Your patience pays off, and they high five after the drunk guy 
slaps the puck past his friend for the last time.  The game zeroes out and 
you approach, but a shadow falls cross you. That’s Moose. You’ve seen him 
play football. Hell, you’re too afraid to play Air Hockey with Moose, you’ve 
heard he’s broken a guy’s arm at it. You look around. Not many options. 
There’s Paul McPherson sipping a Tab by himself by the snack bar, but he’s 
a certified weird kid. Is he wearing a colander?

Ask Paul to Play Go to 14

Find something else Go to 7

10
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You play Space Invaders. There’s a satisfying clunk as the quarter drops 
in, and the familiar aliens- shapes, really, drop reliably toward your little 
cannon. Eventually, the final alien, one of those little antenna bastards, 
lands on the ground, ending your game. You did OK, but you don’t get 
your name in the credits. Now what? 

Play something else Go to 3

You grab the controls as Cameron Reece slinks away.  This looks 
weird. You’ve never seen this level before, but this doesn’t seem right. 
… There’s letters on the screen… they keep spelling out words: “Twelve” 
“Omaha” “Solemn” “Certainty.” That seems… bizarre. The way that they 
flash up seems bizarre and startling. This feels wrong.

You ignore this and keep playing Go to 15

You write the words down Go to 16

You ask Paul to play Air Hockey. He mumbles something about “the 
conspiracy” but decides he can play with you. He takes the strange headgear 
off and stows it in his backpack before positioning himself opposite you at the 
table. If anything, he’s a bit overly aggressive, but you welcome the challenge.

If you play defensively Go to 17

If you play offensively Go to 18

You ignore the strangeness and keep playing. Your score multiplies 
and goes over and over and over and over. You feel like days are stretching 
into years, and the very earth outside is changing around you. Suddenly the 
game is over, the isometric screen replace for a split second by a strange, 
smiling face. Terror washes over you. You stand in the ruins of the arcade, 
a few crumbling walls all that’s left of the building. Beyond, you see the 
entire town, ruined and crusted over with rust and seaweed. You’re at the 
bottom of a lake. No one is around. You’re horribly alone. Fear grips your 
heart. You are dead; Clearfield is dead… 
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InTRoDUcTIon

all of the world might be dead. You realize you had ignored it all. The 
Emergency Broadcast System, the sirens, the Russian missiles, the mushroom 
cloud and subsequent fallout. The earth itself swept and changed by the 
horrors of nuclear war. And all the while you played the game, mesmerized.

Twelve Omaha Solemn Certainty. The end of all life. All that is left is you. 
How? Why? What happens now?

You startle. Awake! The arcade is dim. You’re locked in; it’s night time. 

Thank goodness. What the hell happened? You blink at the screens 
in the window at Bushnell’s Electronics across the street. Color bars and 
familiar words on the TVs:

“This has been a test of the Emergency Broadcast system…”

ENDSam
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You step back and pull out your notebook and write down the 
words. 

“Twelve… Omaha… Solemn… Certainty.” 

A chill creeps up your spine. These words are wrong. This is all wrong. 
Paul McPherson, one of the town’s certified weird kids, approaches you. 
“You saw them too?” He asks.

Lie Go to 19

Admit you saw the strange words Go to 20

You play defensively. Paul overplays almost immediately, often 
accidentally knocking the puck into his own goal.You win the game, and 
he agrees to buy you a Tab if you listen to his ideas regarding what’s going 
on in Clearfield.

“Sure, why not?” Go to  21

“I gotta go.” Go to 22

 You play offensively.  Paul plays hard and you can’t really keep up. 
He wins the game, and his demeanor softens immediately; he just seems 
grateful that you played with him. He offers to buy you a Tab if you listen 
to his ideas regarding what’s going on in Clearfield.

“Sure, why not?” Go to  21

“I gotta go.” Go to 7

You dismiss Paul McPherson. 

“I gotta go. I have a friend waiting.” 

You back away and head for the parking lot again, stumbling as you 
emerge from the arcade. Three spooky-looking girls with too much eye 
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InTRoDUcTIon
makeup are chatting by a Datsun illegally parked in a handicapped spot. 
One of them seems to motion for you.

Go to 2 

 

You tell Paul about the words you saw.

“12 Omaha Solemn Certainly, right?” He nods sagely, taking a long sip 
of a his Tab. He pulls out a meticulously over-written composition book 
full of scrawlings and algorithms. “It all points to my theory that Zaxxon is 
actually an impossible game designed to test for premature psychic ability. 
In fact, I can prove that Cameron Reece, the current high-score holder, is a 
government hologram.”

“That… That’s crazy.”

“Is it? Is it crazy?” Paul snorts, scrubbing in his book.

“Yes.” You retort. “After all, he’s right there, playing Zaxxon again. We can 
literally just go ask him.”

Paul withers at the suggestion. 

“I don’t think that’d do any good but… um… if you insist, I’ll… watch from 
a safe distance…” He offers.

Approach Cameron Reece Go to  23

Play Something else instead Go to  7

You lean against a pinball machine and ask Paul what he thinks 
is going on. He offers you a can of Tab, and seems shocked that you’re 
interested. It seems he doesn’t get a lot people talking to him about his 
theories. Paul tells you his favorite theory:

“I think there’s a cell of Soviet agents here in Clearfield putting mind 
control serum in the Slurpees.”

You don’t buy it, but you humor him. “Really? What flavor?”
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It’s clear the question hasn’t occurred to him. He ponders.

“Definitely Cola flavor.”

I Agree Go to 22

You’re crazy, I gotta go Go to 7

You shrug and decide there’s no point arguing. 

“That sounds right.” 

He beams at you. He clearly doesn’t have many friends. He’s not such 
a bad kid, just a little overly imaginative. Smiling, he reaches back into his 
backpack and pulls out a great, looping handful of prize tickets.

“By the way, I’ve been playing all day and I have a lot of tickets. Let’s get 
a whole bunch of  Garbage Pail Kids from the prize table and trade for the 
ones we don’t have.”

This could be the beginning of a beautiful friendship.

END

You approach Cameron. He’s not a hologram, but… there’s definitely 
something strange about him.  He’s still playing Zaxxon and doesn’t 
respond to you at all. You look up at his face and feel the hairs on the 
back of your neck stand up. His eyes…. His eyes are wrong. No pupils. Just 
white. But moving… like they’re TV static, like he’s not looking at anything. 
Suddenly he looks straight at you.

“Do you hear the White Noise?” He asks.

Run for it Go to 27

Pull the plug on Zaxxon Go to 29
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InTRoDUcTIon
Play skeeball. You tip in a quarter and are rewarded with the warm sound 
of the rolling Skee-balls and the hard wooden “clack” of them dropping 
into place. You pick one up, getting a feel for its heft as you line up the 
bullseye at the end of the lane, carefully weighing the precise amount of 
force you want to use to roll the ball the get the exact amount of “Hop” 
from the ramp at the end of the lane. You get a few twenties, a bunch of 
tens, and a fifty. The machine noncommittally spits out eight tickets. The 
coolest prizes are usually 2500 tickets and up. This could take a while.

Keep playing Go to 25

Try and “hack” the Machine Go to 28

The prizes do look awesome. Hanging like trophies or just beyond 
the dirty glass of the display cases, there’s Garbage Pail Kids, a cool new 
transforming robot toy called a “Commandroid,” and a fresh new batch of 
multicolored plastic spiders. You get distracted and wander over, looking at 
the cool Commandroid figure. “Alpha Columbia” changes from a robot to 
a space shuttle, and she comes with a cool mini-pilot figure. As you stare, 
Dougie Sinclair, or  “DJ Battlebeast”  as he’s known at the arcade (he’s 
been working here forever) slides behind the counter in front of you. His 
thin gold chain dangles over his shirt as he asks if you have enough tickets.

Ask if he’d trade something else for the Robot Go to 26

Find something to play to win tickets Go to 7 

You ask if he’d trade for the robot.  He smirks and leans back.

“Well, we’re not supposed to do that, but… I do need a favor. I’ve been 
working a double shift today, and there’s a boss new rap album at Medusa 
Records fresh outta Queens, New York. Tell you what. If you run down and 
get it for me before it’s sold out, maybe I can find an extra Commandroid 
in the back for you.”

Run the errand! Go to 30

I’ll just play more games, it’s only 17,550 tickets… Go to 7
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